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Halide perovskites are a promising materials class for solar energy production. The photovoltaic
efficiency of halide perovskites is remarkable but their toxicity and instability have prevented com-
mercialization. These problems could be addressed through compositional engineering in the halide
perovskite materials space but the number of different materials that would need to be considered
is too large for conventional experimental and computational methods. Machine learning can be
used to accelerate computations to the level that is required for this task.
In this thesis I present a machine learning approach for compositional exploration and apply it to
the composite halide perovskite CsPb(Cl, Br)3. I used data from density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to train a machine learning model based on kernel ridge regression with the many-body
tensor representation for the atomic structure. The trained model was then applied to predict the
decomposition energies of CsPb(Cl, Br)3 materials from their atomic structure. The main part of
my work was to derive and implement gradients for the machine learning model to facilitate efficient
structure optimization.
I tested the machine learning model by comparing its decomposition energy predictions to DFT
calculations. The prediction accuracy was under 0.12 meV per atom and the prediction time was five
orders of magnitude faster than DFT. I also used the model to optimize CsPb(Cl, Br)3 structures.
Reasonable structures were obtained, but the accuracy was qualitative. Analysis on the results of
the structural optimizations exposed shortcomings in the approach, providing important insight for
future improvements. Overall, this project makes a successful step towards the discovery of novel
perovskite materials with designer properties for future solar cell applications.
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1. Introduction
The use of fossil fuels is the primary driving factor behind the green house effect [1].
Replacing them with renewable energy sources is a pressing challenge in the fight
against global warming. During the past decade, the use of solar and wind power
has increased rapidly, but even both of them together have not been able to turn
the tide under the pressure of increasing energy demands [2]. Improved renewable
energy generation is needed to accelerate the adoption of green technologies and
mitigate climate change.
The sun provides ample energy, but solar energy generation has been held back
from wide scale adoption due to its high price and low efficiency. Addressing these
challenges requires both engineering and materials solutions. On the materials side,
hybrid perovskites are offering a promising path towards more efficient solar cells
(see Figure 1.1a). The hybrid perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) has triggered this
renewed interest into new photovoltaic materials. Since its promising photovoltaic
properties were discovered just a decade ago, MAPbI3 solar cells have reached power
conversion efficiencies of up to 25% in the lab [3]. However, the toxicity of lead and
instability of MAPbI3 in air and moist environments have hampered commercializa-
tion of this new technology [4, 5, 6]. These problems, however, could be addressed
through material design [7, 8]. The materials design objective is to optimize the ma-
terials properties by changing the structure and composition in the hybrid perovskite




Figure 1.1: (a) Photovoltaic power conversion effictiency progression of different material families
[9]. (b) Perovskite unit cell. A-site cations are colored yellow, B-site cation is red, and X-site anions
are blue.
and tested. Conventional experimental and computational methods soon reach their
limits leaving large parts of the design space unexplored. Machine learning might be
the facilitator that builds on experimental or computational data to unlock a larger




The elemental formula of basic perovskites is ABX3 where A and B are cations and X
is an anion. At its simplest, the perovskite structure has cubic symmetry. One way
to depict the atomic positions is to set the B cation in the center of the cubic cell.
In this setting the A cations are located at the corners of the cell and the X anions
lay at the centers of the six faces of the cube. This depiction is visualized in Figure
1.1b. The image also shows the BX6 coordination octahedron that encapsulates the
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B anion in its center.
In the ideal cubic structure, the coordination numbers of the A and B cations
are 12 and 6, respectively. Often the coordination numbers are reduced, which
breaks the cubic symmetry and manifests as tilting of the BX6 octahedra. The
atomic positions in the structure shift so that the shape of the octahedra remains but
their orientation changes. A notation for classifying octahedral tilting in perovskites
was introduced by Glazer [10]. In this notation the tilting system is defined by three
rotational angles
(R±a R±b R±c ),
where, Ra, Rb, and Rc are the rotation angles of the octahedra around the three
lattice vectors. The superscripts + and − correspond to in-phase and antiphase
tilting, respectively. In-phase tilting means that every octahedron layer is rotated
to the same direction. Antiphase tilting means that following layers are rotated in
opposite directions. If there is no tilting in some direction, it can be expressed with
the superscript 0.
There are 23 Glazer tilting systems in total but regarding the rest of this
thesis only four of them carry greater significance. The first of the four is the ideal
cubic symmetric case with no tilting in any of the three directions (R0aR0bR0c). The
space group of this system is Pm3m. The next two systems are the 1-tilt systems
(R0aR0bR+c ) and (R0aR0bR−c ). These structures have tetragonal lattices. The system
with in-phase tilting corresponds to the space group P4/mbm, whereas the anti-
phase system corresponds to I4/mcm. The fourth significant system is (R+a R−a R−c ).
It has tilts in all three directions, making it the most complex of the four. It has an
orthorhombic lattice structure and it corresponds to the space group Pnma.
The number of elemental combinations that can have the ABX3 perovskite
structure is large. From the photovoltaics perspective, halide perovskites is the
most promising subcategory of perovskites. In them, the X-site anion is a halogen
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(F– , Cl– , Br– , I– ) and the B-site cation a divalent metal [11]. The possibilities for
the A-site occupant vary greatly from alkali metals to small organic molecules, which
is the case with MAPbI3 where the A-site cation is methylammonium (CH3NH3).
The structural complexity rises even further for alloys. In alloys, the element
on one site is partially substituted by another. AB(XX’)3 is an example of a binary
alloy in which the anion site is divided between two elements: X and X’. The other
perovskite sites can of course be alloyed, too, giving rise to complex compositions
(ternary, quarternary, etc.). The complexity of alloys grows combinatorially with
the number of substituents and dimensions, which leads to a severe exploration
challenge, but unprecedented opportunities for materials design.
1.1.2 Properties
In this thesis I will focus only on halide perovskite materials for solar cell applica-
tions. Promising candidates for future solar energy materials have been discovered
in both alkali metal and organometal halide perovskites. For example, power con-
version efficiency (PCE) values of over 15% have been reported for CsPbI3 [12]. Its
organometallic counterpart (CH3NH3)PbI3 (MAPbI3) has shown even higher effi-
ciency of ∼ 25% [3]. The fundamental mechanisms behind the high PCE of halide
perovskites remains unclear [13], but some beneficial properties are known. The
binding energies between the photosynthesized excitons are small, aiding in the cre-
ation of charge carrying electrons and holes [14]. The diffusion lengths and lifetimes
of these charge carriers have also been found to be large [15, 16]. Lastly, halide
perovskites often have direct band gaps, which improves the photon absorption co-
efficient [17].
The attractiveness of halide perovskites as solar cell materials is further in-
creased by the potential for low manufacturing costs. They can be synthesized at
relatively low temperatures, which reduces the energy requirements during manufac-
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turing. Furthermore, due to the high absorption coefficients only a thin perovskite
layers are needed in devices, reducing the raw material requirements and increasing
the potential for commercial viability.
Despite their beneficial properties, halide perovskites also face challenges. The
best performing materials tend to contain lead (Pb) as their B-site cation, which
makes them toxic. Considering the environmental implications, the large-scale adop-
tion of such materials would be highly questionable. The second large hurdle is their
low stability. They are soluble in water and degrade quickly when exposed to UV
radiation, which is obviously a large problem in solar energy applications. Luckily,
both the toxicity and the instability can be tackled with different design methods.
1.1.3 Design
To make halide perovskites viable for solar energy applications, a materials design
problem needs to be solved. The problem has three criteria: The material should be
stable, free of lead, and it should have an optimal band gap to guarantee high PCE.
There are many methods in materials science that can help in the optimization of
the properties of a material by controlling its structure. For halide perovskites, the
most prevalent method is compositional engineering, where A, B, or X-site atoms
of the perovskite are partly substituted with atoms of another element [18].
Elemental substitutions in MAPbI3 have been studied extensively. The most
common A-site substitution has been formamidinium (HC(NH2)2), which has been
shown to improve stability without compromising on the PCE [19, 20]. Also inor-
ganic A-site substitution has been attempted for example with Cs [21]. The effects
on stability have been positive while the efficiency has suffered. To find lead-free
halide perovskites, B-site substitutions have to be considered. Thus far, Sn, Bi,
and Ge have been studied, but the PCE of the material has been negatively af-
fected [8, 22]. X-site substations with elements such as Br affect the band gap of
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MAPbI3 [23], which means that it could potentially be used in tandem with other
substitutions at other sites to obtain desirable results.
1.2 Research Approach
Even though compositional engineering has already been applied for halide per-
ovskites, most of the studies have only looked at selected composition concentra-
tions. To find the material composition where all the design criteria are met, we need
a way to scan the entire composition range. It is possible that achieving the design
criteria for MAPbI3 will require simultaneous substitutions in all three atom sites,
and that one site may need to have more than two elements. This means that the
number of materials that need to be considered greatly surpasses what experimental
or conventional methods can manage. A potential solution to the problem is ma-
chine learning, which can be used to speed up the existing computational methods
considerably.
Even with the help of machine learning, solving the design problems of a
complex material like MAPbI3 is very difficult. For this reason, the problem was
simplified both in terms of the material and optimized properties. The first simplifi-
cation was to study an inorganic halide perovskite CsPb(Cl, Br)3 instead of MAPbI3
and all the possible substitutions that go with it. Focusing on a material that has no
organic molecules decreases the degrees of freedom in the atomic structure. Addi-
tionally, the MA molecules in MAPbI3 show long range ordering effects [24], which
means that larger simulation systems would have to be used in order to fully char-
acterize the material. Limiting the elemental substitutions to one site also simplifies
the problem considerably. The second simplification was to only consider one of the
three design criteria: stability.
Trying to find the Cl concentration that optimizes the stability of the per-
ovskite CsPb(Cl, Br)3 is a complicated problem in its own right. Even with 40 atom
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simulation cells, a given concentration can correspond to over a million structures
with different site permutations of the Cl and Br atoms. Furthermore, the stability
of any given structure is not easy to asses. The equilibrium geometry depends on
the elemental composition, which means that for every new permutation of atoms
the structure needs to be optimized again. The stability of an equilibrium structure
can be evaluated in terms of its decomposition energy, which is the amount of energy
required to break the composite material into its building components. Both the
structure optimization as well as the calculation of the decomposition energy can be
done using conventional computational methods, such as density functional theory
(DFT), but with such a large number of atomic structures, the computational costs
would be intractable.
In this work, I developed a machine learning model based on DFT input
data. Only a relatively small number of DFT calculations were performed for the
CsPb(Cl, Br)3 system. Then, I trained predictive machine learning model to learn
the relationship between atomic geometry and decomposition energy. The trained
machine learning model can make predictions for new geometries nearly instantly
and thus much faster than DFT. I then implemented gradients for the machine
learning model to facilitate efficient structure optimization.
The machine learning model that was selected for this work is a combination
of the many-body tensor representation (MBTR) [25] and kernel ridge regression
(KRR). MBTR is used to represent the atomic geometries in a vector form and
KRR maps the vectors to decomposition energy values. Both components were
selected partly because they are easy to differentiate, allowing to use the model for
force calculations and structural optimization. Additionally, KRR works well with
small data sets of less than 10 000 training instances [26], which should decrease the
number of DFT calculations that are needed.
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1.3 Objectives
The objective of this project was to develop and test a data-driven machine learning
model that can be used in finding the Cl concentration that optimizes the stability
of CsPb(Cl, Br)3. The data sets for training and testing the model already existed,
and I only analyzed them to make sure that they are appropriate. The remaining
tasks are:
1. Use the data to train a predictive machine learning model
2. Derive and implement gradients for the machine learning model
3. Use the model for structural optimization
If the objectives are successfully completed, the benefits would go much fur-
ther than stability optimization. The same methodology could be used to optimize
other material properties. It could also be adopted in the study of more complex per-
ovskites, such as MAPbI3, and other compounds and alloys. Furthermore, structural
optimization is a very common task in materials research. Accelerated optimization
methodology using machine learning would benefit the whole field of study.
This thesis presents the steps that I took to complete the objectives. Chapter
2 explains the underlying methods that were used from DFT to the definition of
the machine learning model. Chapter 3 introduces the data sets for training and
testing the model. In Chapter 4 I fit the model to the data and test its capabilities
in decomposition energy prediction. The model is differentiated in Chapter 5 where
I also test the model in structural optimization. The thesis is concluded by Chapter
6 where I discuss the results of the work and make suggestions on the possible future
improvements.
2. Methods
In the previous chapter, some computational methods used in the design of per-
ovskite materials were mentioned. In this chapter, the emphasis will be on the
methods that are relevant to the work presented in this thesis. The first of these
methods is density-functional theory (DFT) [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. DFT is a quan-
tum mechanical method used for calculating physical and chemical properties of
atomic systems. It has become the method of choice for such purposes due to its
versatility and high accuracy compared to computational costs.
The use of conventional computational methods, such as DFT, proves to be
too computationally expensive for solving problems where many calculations are
needed. This is why machine learning methods have recently emerged as a way
to bridge the gap between the accurate but slow methods and complex research
problems. The machine learning model that was used in this work is defined in the
last section of the chapter.
2.1 Density Functional Theory
DFT is a computational method for computing the energy of an atomic system. It
is based on the notion that the energy of an electronic system can be determined
purely through the density of electrons [27]. In this chapter, I explain the theory
behind the method and list some of its applications and advantages over alternative
methods.
9
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In quantum mechanics, the quantum states of isolated systems are described
with wave functions Ψ. The operator for the total energy of the system is the
Hamiltonian operator Ĥ, and the energy of the system is its expectation value:
E = 〈Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ〉 . (2.1)
Atomic systems consist of nuclei and electrons. Because of the large mass difference
between the two, it is reasonable to consider the wave functions of the electrons and
the nuclei separately. This is called the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation.
The BO Hamiltonian for the electron system is
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ext, (2.2)
where T̂ is the kinetic energy operator, V̂ee describes the interactions between the
electrons, and V̂ext is the external potential created by the nuclei.
Even in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, finding the energy from the
many-electron wave function is almost always impossible in practice. The wave
function is a function of all the electron coordinates ri :
Ψ = Ψ({ri}). (2.3)
In other words, the number of arguments in the wave function scales with the number
of electrons. In most materials science problems, the systems of interest have at least
tens of atoms and hundreds of electrons. Using the wave function description to find
the energy of systems like this is not attainable analytically or numerically.
In DFT, the problem is avoided by switching to the electron density n(r).
Unlike the wave functions, n(r) is always three dimensional regardless of the system
size. The argument for why this is meaningful is given by the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorems [27]. The first theorem states that the ground state electron density n0(r)
describes uniquely the external potential Vext, and thus the whole BO Hamiltonian.
In other words, the properties of the system are determined by n(r). The second
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theorem states that the ground state density n0(r) always corresponds to the ground
state energy E. Based on the theorems, there exists a universal functional E[n] that
determines the ground state energy of the electron system in any Vext based on the
ground state electron density n0(r).
What the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems do not reveal is the functional form of
this universal functional E[n] and how the ground state electron density n0 can
be found. The Kohn-Sham approach [33] is the most common way to solve this
problem. The main idea of the approach is to treat the electron system as a system
of non-interacting electrons in an external potential. The remaining interaction
terms of the Hamiltonian are bundled together into so called exchange-correlation
potential Vxc. The energy functional becomes
E[n] = T0[n] + Vext[n] + Ec[n] + Exc[n], (2.4)
where T0 is the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons, Vext is the external po-
tential, Ec is the classical Coulomb energy of the electrons, and Exc is the energy
related to Vxc. What is important here, is that the three first terms are known ex-
actly and they can be evaluated given n. Exc[n] is not known exactly and needs to
be approximated. The approximations that are in use today are numerous: from
the simple local density approximation (LDA) [28], to more comprehensive general
gradient approximations (GGA), such as the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) func-
tional [34], and beyond. The Kohn-Sham approach leads to a set of equations that
can be used to iteratively solve for n0 and the corresponding ground state energy.
On top of calculating ground state energies, DFT is also capable of much
more. Many energy functionals can be differentiated with regards to the atomic
positions, which allows using DFT for structural optimizations. Solving n0 provides
information of the electronic structure of the system, and thus DFT can be used to
simulate different electronic and optical properties of materials.
DFT is now the most established method for computing atomic scale properties
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that require quantum mechanical insight in physics, chemistry and materials science.
It is widely available in efficient and well-tested computer codes. In this work, we
use the DFT implementation in the FHI-aims code [35] (see Section 3.1.2).
2.2 Machine Learning in Materials Science
Machine learning (ML) is a class of computational methods that learn from data
without explicit instructions [36, 37]. During the past couple of decades, the use of
machine learning has increased rapidly due to the wide availability of data. Sophis-
ticated machine learning methods have been developed for tasks that range from
image recognition to language translation and decision making in self-driving cars.
Many of these methods can also be applied to scientific research problems.
There are many problems in materials science that can benefit from machine
learning. When studying complex materials, the number of different variations to
be considered is too large for experimental studies. Conventional computational
methods, such as DFT, can also be heavily limited by high computational costs.
Supervised learning methods can be used to find mappings from the structure of a
material to its properties, such as energy or band gap [26, 38, 39, 40]. Predicting
the properties with a machine learning model can be orders of magnitude faster
than the conventional computational methods, while only compromising minimally
on the accuracy.
There are four steps that go into creating a data-driven machine learning model
for property prediction:
1. Building a data set
2. Structure description
3. Machine learning method selection and training
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4. Quality control
The data set consists of structural data and property labels. There are different
kinds of structural data, but here I will only focus on atomic geometries. In materials
science, a common source of labeled data are DFT calculations. The quality of the
data is important because the predictions from a machine learning model can only
be as accurate as the data that was used to train it.
The goal of structure description is to represent the structural data in a form
that is compatible with the machine learning model. Most machine learning meth-
ods work on data that is in vector form. In principle, it would be possible to simply
stack the atom coordinates into a vector and use that as the vector representation
of the atomic structure. However, this is suboptimal. In general, a good represen-
tation should be invariant under physically invariant transformations of the atomic
structure, such as translations, mirroring, and rotations. This can be achieved,
for example, by constructing the vector representation based on the distances and
angles between the atoms. One example of this approach are so called Coulomb
matrices [38], where the values of the representation vector elements are determined
by nuclear charges and interatomic distances. Another example is the many-body
tensor representation (MBTR) that is explained in detail in Chapter 2.3.1.
Some machine learning methods do not require vector inputs, but rely on the
one-to-one similarities between the inputs. One example of such a method is kernel
ridge regression (KRR), which is also used in this work (see Chapter 2.3.2). These
methods can also be used with atomic geometries. One option is to construct a
function that compares any two geometries directly. Another, often simpler and
more computationally efficient, option is to use a vector representation and define
the similarity of two atomic geometries based on the distance between the vectors.
Representations of atomic structures can be global or local. Global represen-
tations are constructed based on the whole atomic system and they are used when
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the target property is global, such as the energy of a molecule. Local descriptors
are tied to a position in the system and can be used when predicting the value
for a property at that point. They often consider only a small region of the whole
system. Most commonly, local descriptors are used to represent the environment
around an atom up to some distance. This is the case, for example, in many ma-
chine learning potentials where forces acting on an atom are predicted based on its
environment [41, 42]. It should be noted, that even though local representations are
more common for force prediction, global representations can be used as well. In
fact, in this work forces are predicted with a model that uses MBTR, which is a
global representation.
In step 3, a machine learning method is selected and trained to learn the map-
ping from atomic geometry to the property. Because a descriptor is used to represent
the atomic structures in an accessible way, there are many powerful machine learn-
ing methods to choose from. For example, artificial neural networks have been used
to predict potential energy surfaces [41]. In another study, many different machine
learning methods, including neural networks and kernel ridge regression, were used
to predict atomization energies of molecules [26].
The final step of creating a predictive machine learning model is quality control.
Usually this is done by leaving part of the data set out of the model training and
using it for testing. The model predictions are compared to the test data labels,
giving an estimate for the prediction error of the model.
2.3 Machine Learning Model
The machine learning model in this work consists of two building blocks. The atomic
structures are described in vector form using the many-body tensor representation
(MBTR). After that, kernel ridge regression (KRR) is used for predicting the de-
composition energies from the vectors. The main reason for choosing MBTR and
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KRR was their good performance in previous similar works [26, 43, 44]. Addition-
ally, these two methods are relatively simple, which makes differentiating the model
easier. The selection process was also affected by the fact that good implementations
for both methods are readily available. In this work, DScribe [45] implementation
was used for MBTR and scikit-learn [46] for KRR.
2.3.1 Many-body Tensor Representation (MBTR)
MBTR [25] describes atomic geometries as distributions of small structural motifs
that come in different atomic sizes k. The k = 1 term of MBTR considers single
atoms and relates to the elemental content of the atomic structure. The k = 2 term
considers atom pairs and their distances. The k = 3 term includes contributions
from atom triplets and the angles between them. In the model that was used for this
work, only the k = 2 term was used. The k = 1 term was deemed unnecessary due
to the fact that the elemental contents of the structure are also indirectly included
in the other terms. k = 3 term was left out in order to limit the complexity of the
model and the number of hyperparameters. The partial feature space representation
of an atomic structure is now given by






where Z1 and Z2 are two elements in the structure and the sums to |Z1| and |Z2| run
over all the atom pairs that contain the two elements. wl,m is a weighting function
that guarantees that the sum converges in periodic (and thus infinite) systems. It
is defined as an exponential decay based on the distance of the atoms l and m :
wl,m = e−s|Rl−Rm|, (2.6)
where Rl and Rm are the positions of the atoms and s is a positive scaling factor.
The implementation of the weighting function gives rise to another parameter: the
cutoff wcutoff. When the distance between two atoms is so large that the value of
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wl,m drops below wcutoff, the pair no longer contributes to the sum and is ignored.
The cutoff distance rcutoff at which this happens can be determined through












where g is a function that relates to the distances between the atoms. In this work,




In 2.5, the MBTR representation is defined as a function of x. In order to
use MBTR with KRR, distances between the MBTR representations of two dif-
ferent atomic structures are needed. An efficient way of doing this is to discretize
MBTRZ1,Z2(x) by evaluating it only at a finite number of grid points. The grid is
defined through three parameters: the number of grid points Ngrid, lower limit xmin,
and upper limit xmax.
x = (xmin, xmin + ∆x, ... , xmax), (2.10)
where ∆x is the grid spacing
∆x = xmax − xmin
Ngrid − 1
. (2.11)
Now, the straightforward way of discretization would be to calculate the values of
dl,m(x) at the grid points and sum them together as in 2.5. However, the norm
of the distributions is preserved better with low grid densities, if the evaluations
are done by differentiating the cumulative distributions of dl,m(x) numerically. The
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where erf is the error function. dl,m(x) can then be estimated by evaluating Dl,m(x)





In discretized form, dl,m(x) can be written as a vector dl,m : dl,mi = dl,m(xi). The







The full feature space vector representation M(s) of an atomic structure s is ob-
tained by stacking the contributions from all possible element pairs Z1 and Z2
after each other. Figure 2.1 visualizes an example MBTR representation of a
CsPb(Cl, Br)3 structure.
Figure 2.1: Example MBTR representation of a CsPb(Cl, Br)3 structure with hyperparameters
xmin = −0.1, xmax = 0.6, Ngrid = 500, σ = 0.01, s = 0.5, and wcutoff = 0.001.
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2.3.2 Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR)
As its name suggests, KRR is based on ridge regression [47], that is, linear regression
with L2-norm regularization. KRR is obtained by using so called kernel trick to
introduce nonlinearity to the model. The decomposition energy (∆H) prediction of





where si are a set of reference structures and βi are regression coefficients. k is a
kernel function that measures the similarity of two atomic structures. In this work,
a Gaussian kernel function was used with the MBTR representations.
k(s, s′) = e−γ||M(s)−M(s′)||22 (2.16)
The regression coefficients can be fitted to a reference data set with known decom-








where K is the kernel matrix Ki,j := k(si, sj) and α is a regularization parameter.
The loss can be minimized in terms of β, which gives the fitted coefficients
β = (K + αI)−1∆Href. (2.18)
3. Data
Machine learning is a data driven approach. If the data that is used to train and
test the model is not of high quality, the results cannot be either. Most importantly,
in a physical problem the data has to reflect reality. Secondly, the data needs to be
representative of the problem in question.
The data that was used in this work builds on the previous work of Jingrui Li
and Patrick Rinke [48, 24]. In this chapter, I introduce two data sets that were gen-
erated by Li. Both data sets consist of 40 atom CsPb(Cl, Br)3 perovskite structures.
The structures in Dataset 1 were generated algorithmically. The data is used for
training the machine learning model, which is why the diversity of the data set was
of high priority in the generation. The stability of the generated structures was
carefully evaluated with DFT calculations. Dataset 2 consists of 100 DFT-driven
structural optimization trajectories starting from geometries that were randomly
sampled from Dataset 1. In Chapter 5, the machine learning model is used for
structural optimizations and the results are compared to Dataset 2.
3.1 Dataset 1
3.1.1 Atomic Structures
The first data set consists of algorithmically generated CsPb(Cl, Br)3 perovskite
geometries. Its purpose is to be used as training data for the machine learning model,
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before the model is used for structural optimization. The training data should be
representative of all kinds of atomic structures that the model can encounter during
the structural optimizations. This is why, it is important that the training data is
diverse in terms of deformations and elemental substitutions.
The first way of increasing the diversity was to include structures of four differ-
ent perovskite phases: Pm3m, P4/mbm, I4/mcm, and Pnma. Even more deforma-
tions were introduced to the data by randomizing the amount of octahedral tilting
as well as the Cs positions. The need for different elemental substitution levels was
met by randomizing the X-site anion elements in each generated structure.
The generation process of the structures had the following steps:
1. Pick Cl concentration between 0 and 1 randomly and assign the elements of
corresponding numbers of X-site atoms to Cl and Br
2. Permute the X-site atoms randomly
3. Set the element of each X-site anion randomly to Cl or Br
4. Interpolate the lattice dimensions and atom positions based on relaxed pure
CsPbCl3 and CsPbBr3 according to Vegard’s law
5. Introduce small random deviations to Cs positions
6. Deviate the octahedral rotation angles randomly
The fifth step was not performed for the Pm3m structures that have no octahedral
tilting. We generated 1000 structures for each of the four phases, ending up with
4000 structures in total. Examples of each phase are shown in Figure 3.1. The
structures are 2× 2× 2 perovskite supercells with 40 atoms in each geometry.
I analyzed the results of the generation process by plotting the Cl concen-
trations of all generated structures (see Figure 3.2). The concentration follows ap-
proximately binomial distribution, peaking at 0.5 and tapering off closer to 0.0 and
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(a) Pm3m (b) P4/mbm
(c) I4/mcm (d) Pnma
Figure 3.1: Examples of atomic structures in Dataset 1. The structures are shown from the
c−direction.
1.0. Most of the substitution range is covered, but there are no structures with
concentrations beyond 0.15 and 0.85.
Next, I analyzed the octahedral rotation angles in the generated structures.
The rotation angles were estimated by comparing the directions of the octahedron
diagonals to the lattice vectors a, b, and c. The results of the analysis are shown
in Figure 3.3. Pm3m is not included because it has no octahedral tilting in any
direction. The same goes for Ra and Rb of P4/mbm and I4/mcm. The Rb rotation
of Pnma structures was also omitted because it is identical to Ra.
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Figure 3.2: Cl concentrations in Dataset 1.
3.1.2 DFT Calculations
DFT was used to calculate the total energies EDFT(s) of all the structures in
Dataset 1. The DFT code that we used was FHI-aims [35]. Here is a list of
the key settings that were used in the calculations:
• Exchange-correlation functional: PBEsol [49]
• Relativistic treatments: "Atomic ZORA"
• Self-consistency accuracy of Etot: 1× 10−6 eV
• Integration grid: "Tight"
• k-grid: 4× 4× 4
• Basis set:
– Br: "First tier"
– Cl: "First tier" + hydro 3d
– Cs: "First tier" + hydro 4d
– Pb: "First tier"
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(a) P4/mbm Rc (b) I4/mcm Rc
(c) Pnma Ra (d) Pnma Rc
Figure 3.3: Octahedral rotation in Dataset 1.
3.1.3 Decomposition Energy
The decomposition energy ∆H is the amount of energy that is required to break
the perovskite structures into its constituents. Thus, it is a measure of stability. A
negative ∆H indicates that the material will not decompose. Materials with lower
∆H values are more stable. This is why the decomposition energy is a good label
to use in the training of the machine learning model. If the model can learn the
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relationship between the atomic geometry and ∆H, it can be used to predict the
stability of materials.
In this work ∆H was defined as
∆H =E[CsPb(ClxBr3−x)]− aE[CsCl]− (1− a)E[CsBr]





where CsCl, CsBr, PbCl2, and PbBr2 are the possible decomposition products of
CsPb(ClxBr3–x) and E the corresponding total energies. E[CsPb(ClxBr3−x)] is the
total energy of the composite material per perovskite unit, that is per five atoms. a
controls the fractions of the decomposition products and is bounded by
0 ≤ a ≤ x and 0 ≤ (1− a) ≤ 3− x. (3.2)
The decomposition energies of the generated atomic structures were found us-
ing the total energy DFT calculation results from the previous section. The energies
of the decomposition products were calculated with DFT as well. The decomposition
energy of an atomic structure is
∆HDFT(s) =18E
DFT(s)− amaxEDFT(CsCl)− (1− amax)EDFT(CsBr)






where the total DFT energy of the structure has been divided by eight to get the
energy per one perovskite unit. amax is the value of a that maximizes ∆H within the
limitations (3.2). This has to be done to guarantee that the decomposition process
that requires the least energy is considered. Because
∂∆H
∂a





=−0.024 eV < 0, (3.5)
a that maximizes ∆H within the limits is always
amax = max(0, x− 2). (3.6)
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It is noteworthy that in (3.3) the only term of ∆HDFT(s) that depends on the
structure is 18E
DFT(s). This means that the total energy gradients can be written






This allows using the ∆H predicting model in structural optimizations.
∆H were calculated for all the structures in Dataset 1. The energy distri-
butions can be seen in Figure 3.4. The energies of the Pm3m structures are highly
peaked between −185 meV and −155 meV. The energy ranges of the other three
phases are larger, with most energies between −250 meV and 0 meV, and few unsta-
ble outliers.
3.2 Dataset 2
The second data set consists of structural optimization trajectories. Its purpose
is to be a reference to which the machine learning model-driven optimizations can
be compared. We took 100 structures from Dataset 1 as starting points of the
optimization runs. 50 structures were picked from both Pm3m and Pnma randomly.
The optimizations were performed in FHI-aims as local optimizations of total energy
using the BFGS algorithm. The settings for the DFT calculations were the same as
with Dataset 1. The lattice vectors were fixed during the optimizations, meaning
that only the atom positions were allowed to change. The mean force convergence
limit for the optimizations was 5× 10−3 eV/Å.
In total, 3604 atomic geometries were reached during the 100 optimization
runs. Decomposition energies were calculated for all the structures the same way
as with Dataset 1. The change in the decomposition values as the optimizations
progress are shown in Figure 3.5. The mean decomposition energy drops from
−162 meV to −280 meV with the Pm3m structures. For Pnma, the energy decrease
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(a) Pm3m (b) P4/mbm
(c) I4/mcm (d) Pnma
Figure 3.4: Decomposition energies in Dataset 1.
is from −145 meV to −293 meV. It is noteworthy that the final energies are largely
outside the energy range of the structures in Dataset 1.
On top of energies, also the DFT calculated atomic forces are known for all the
structures in Dataset 2. This helps greatly because they can be used a reference
when the the machine learning models energy gradient prediction is tested.
Next, I analyzed how the atomic structures change during the optimizations.
The octahedral rotation angles were calculated for all the structures that were
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reached. The results are shown in Figure 3.6. The first observation is that the Pm3m
structures start to show octahedral tilting in all directions when the optimizations
proceed. Another observation is that the rotational angles Pnma structures con-
verge. Initially, the range of the rotation angles is spreading from 0° to 20°, whereas
the final rotation angles are all just a couple of degrees apart.
(a) Pm3m (b) Pnma
Figure 3.5: Decomposition energy in structural optimization trajectories of Dataset 2.
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(a) Pm3m Ra (b) Pm3m Rc
(c) Pnma Ra (d) Pnma Rc
Figure 3.6: Octahedral rotation in structural optimization trajectories of Dataset 2.
4. Model Selection
The machine learning model that was defined in Chapter 2.3 can be used for predict-
ing the decomposition energies of atomic structures. Varying the hyperparameter
values of the model creates new models with different prediction accuracies. Model
selection is a process of sampling these models and picking the ones that perform
the best.
The main steps of model selection are shown in Figure 4.1. Dataset 1 was used
for fitting the models and testing their performance. Out of its 4000 atomic struc-
tures, 3200 were placed into the training set, while the remaining 800 form the test
set. The data was split randomly in such a way that the different phases are equally
represented in both subsets. The training data structures were used for fitting and
validating the performance of the different models that were sampled during the hy-
perparameter optimization. In this chapter, a tailored Bayesian optimization-based
method is presented as means to efficiently find the optimal hyperparameter values.
The test set structures were used to perform the final performance evaluation on
the selected models in an unbiased way.
4.1 Hyperparameter Optimization
The machine learning model that was introduced in Chapter 2.3 has eight hyperpa-
rameters in total: six MBTR parameters and two KRR parameters. They control
the training process of the model, which means that unlike other parameters they
29
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Dataset 1








Figure 4.1: Model selection steps. Dataset 1 is divided into training and test sets. The
hyperparameters are optimized by training the model repeatedly on the training data with different
hyperparameter values. The test data is used after the optimization to evaluate the accuracy of
the final model.
cannot be optimized directly via training. Instead, the optimal hyperparameters
can be found by training the model repeatedly with different hyperparameter val-
ues and comparing the performance of the resulting models. In this section, I list
all the hyperparameters and how they were treated in the optimization. Some of
the parameters can be fixed in advance. Then, the method used for optimizing the
remaining parameters and the results from applying it are presented.
4.1.1 Hyperparameters
The six MBTR hyperparameters are xmin, xmax, Ngrid, wcutoff, s, and σ. Parameters
xmin and xmax control the span of the MBTR discretization grid. Analyzing the
data reveals that the smallest distances between atoms in the structures are between
bonded Pb and X site anions. This distance is about 2.87Å, which corresponds to an
inverse distance of 0.35Å−1. Also, the inverse distances can never be negative. The
limits of the grid should be large enough to leave space for the Gaussian smoothing
around the exact values. Taking all considerations into account, the parameters
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were fixed to xmin = −0.1Å
−1 and xmax = 0.6Å
−1
.
The MBTR vector representations are used in the machine learning model for
calculating the distances between the structures (see equation (2.16)). The MBTR
parameter Ngrid only affects the distance estimation accuracy by controlling how
smoothly the discretized representation follows the underlying function. Optimizing
Ngrid purely in terms of predictive accuracy is not meaningful because increasing it
should only ever improve the accuracy of the model. The solution was to fix Ngrid
to a large but computationally manageable value of 1000.
Like Ngrid, wcutoff also affects the estimation accuracy of the distances between
the atomic structures. It is the weight threshold below which the contribution from
a pair of atoms is not included in the representation. A low wcutoff makes the tran-
sition from the contributing to the noncontributing part of the inter-atomic space
smoother, and thus increases the accuracy of the distance estimation. However,
increasing wcutoff makes the MBTR computation more efficient. We are faced with
a classic trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. The solution, after testing, is to
fix wcutoff to a sufficiently low value of wcutoff = 10−3.
According to equation (2.7), after fixing wcutoff, the cutoff radius of contributing
atom pairs is only affected by the parameter s. Also for s I was faced with trade-off
considerations. However, in this case I did not fix s to a single value. Instead, I
tested three different values to create three different tiers of MBTR representations
with their own accuracy and efficiency. The three s−values were selected based on
their corresponding cutoff radii rcutoff. The first and most efficient tier, Tier 1, has
a cutoff radius that spans little more than one perovskite unit cell rcutoff = 6.27Å.
This value was obtained by taking the mean lattice vector length in the structures
of Dataset 1 and adding 10% to it. The least efficient tier, Tier 3, has a cutoff
radius that is twice as large rcutoff = 12.54Å. Tier 2 has a cutoff radius that is
exactly in the middle of the other two rcutoff = 9.41Å. Details about the tiers have
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rcutoff [Å] s tMBTR [ms]
Tier 1 6.27 1.10 36
Tier 2 9.41 0.73 120
Tier 3 12.54 0.55 210
Table 4.1: The three hyperparameter tiers and the corresponding cutoff radii rcutoff and weighting
parameter s values. The final column of the table shows the average MBTR vector computation
times per one atomic structure.
been compiled in Table 4.1. The table also has the MBTR vector computation times
for the tiers. The computation time for Tier 3 is almost six times longer than for
Tier 1, which is a significant difference considering the fact that the feature vector
calculation is the most time consuming part of the model.
The only MBTR parameter that is left unfixed is the Gaussian smoothing pa-
rameter σ. Unlike other MBTR parameters, it is expected to have a well defined
minimum. Too high a value will result in loss off information due to overlapping
Gaussian peaks, whereas too low a value will result in overly ragged and peaked MB-
TRs. The optimal value is found somewhere between the two extremes. Likewise,
KRR parameters α and γ cannot be fixed in advance. This leaves three hyperpa-
rameters that need to be optimized: σ, α, and γ.
4.1.2 Optimization Method
To select between the different models in hyperparameter optimization, I defined a
function that quantifies the training quality. Here, the mean absolute error (MAE)





|∆Hpredi −∆HDFTi |, (4.1)
where ∆Hpredi is the model prediction for the decomposition energy of the ith struc-
ture in a set of N structures and ∆HDFTi is the corresponding DFT energy. The











Training Folds Validation Fold
Figure 4.2: Calculation of the validation error MAE[∆H]CV using 5-fold cross validation
simplest way of estimating the performance would be to split the training set into
two parts and use one of them to train the model and the other one to validate the fit
by calculating MAE[∆H]. However, this approach suffers from the inevitable vari-
ability rising from the choice of the data split. Using cross-validation mitigates this
problem by fitting the model multiple times. In this work, 5-fold cross-validation
was used. Its working principle is shown in Figure 4.2. The training set was di-
vided into five equal folds randomly in such a way that all four phases are equally
represented in the folds. The model is then fitted five times. On each fit, four folds
are used for training and one fold for calculating the validation error MAE[∆H]n.
The validation fold is different for each fit. The final validation error is found by







This function can now be used to map σ, α, and γ values on the prediction error
of the model. The hyperparameter optimization problem becomes simply a three-
dimensional function minimization problem of MAE[∆H]CV .
It would be possible to naively minimize MAE[∆H]CV in all three dimensions
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1D BOSS run (σ) Calculate MBTR vectors
xmin, xmax, Ngrid, wcutoff, s




simultaneously but a more efficient approach can be taken. Calculating MBTR vec-
tors is the most time consuming part of evaluating MAE[∆H]CV , whereas fitting
KRR is fast. For this reason, I adopted an approach in which the optimal KRR
parameter values are found for each value of σ. The result is a two-layered opti-
mization sequence in which an iteration of σ−optimization is followed by MBTR
vector calculation and multiple iterations of optimizing α and γ. Because the op-
timization converges with fewer iterations in one dimension than it would in three,
fewer MBTR vector recalculations are needed, making the method more efficient.
The optimization process is visualized in Figure 4.3. Both layers of the opti-
mization were done using the Bayesian optimization code BOSS [50, 51]. The main
component is a one-dimensional BOSS optimization for σ. The search was limited
to log10 σ ∈ [−3, 0]. 20 values were sampled in total: 5 initial points and 15 acqui-
sitions with eLCB function. Each σ−value that BOSS sampled was passed to the
MBTR vector calculation, after which the optimal KRR parameters αmin and γmin
that correspond to the sampled σ were found with a separate BOSS run. These
2D BOSS optimizations were ran for 40 error evaluations: 10 initial points and 30
acquisitions with the eLCB function. The adequacy of acquisitions was tested by
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Figure 4.4: MAE[∆H]CV surface in (α, γ)−space with σ = 5.0× 10−2. The updated search
limits for the parameters are visualized with the red rectangle.
running test optimizations with different σ values and checking that all the runs had
converged well within the limit. The optimal KRR parameter values were passed
back to the main BOSS run where another iteration step can now be taken. The
outputs of the whole process are σmin, αmin, and γmin : the optimal values for all
unfixed hyperparameters. The whole optimization process needed to be repeated
three times to find the optimal hyperparameters for the three different cutoff tiers.
4.1.3 Optimization Results
The hyperparameter optimization steps were repeated for the three tiers. Dur-
ing the optimization, many (α, γ)−optimizations were run. Figure 4.4 shows a
typical MAE surface in (α, γ)−space. The error has a broad minimum around
(log10 α, log10 γ) = (−4,−5). The surface is well behaved for log10 α & −5.3, below
which the error values rise sharply. As can be seen from equation (2.18), fitting the
KRR model requires the inversion of the (K + αI)-matrix. The matrix becomes
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: (a) shows the validation error MAE[∆H]CV as a function of log10 σ for the three
tiers. (b) is the same plot cropped in a way that shows the minima better.
ill-conditioned for low α, which makes the inversion more difficult and triggers the
use of an alternative fitting method in the KRR implementation. With the change
of the method, the fit quality drops. The sharp edge on the error surface also led to
convergence problems in the (α, γ) BOSS runs.
The problem was avoided by restricting the parameter search to log10 α ∈
[−5,−1] and log10 γ ∈ [−10, 0], leaving out the area in which the alternative fitting
method was triggered. With this update of the optimization method, convergence
was not a problem anymore. αmin was in most cases found to be at log10 α = −5
but this is a small compromise due to the flatness of the validation error around the
optimum. The optimum never reached any of the other limits, indicating that they
were sufficient.
The optimization results are shown in Figure 4.5. All the tiers perform simi-
larly. The validation error MAE[∆H]CV is very flat around the minimum, reaching
values below 1 meV all the way from log10 σ ≈ −2.5 to log10 σ ≈ −1.0. The found
σmin decreases a little with the higher tiers.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) shows the validation error MAE[∆H]CV as a function of Ngrid for the three tiers.
(b) is the same plot cropped in a way that shows the convergence better.
Next, in order to improve the efficiency of the models, the possibility of using
lower Ngrid was investigated. This was done, simply, by fixing σ to the optimum
values that were found in the σ-optimization, and calculating MAE[∆H]CV with
different Ngrid values. 12 Ngrid values were sampled with geometric spacing in the
range [3, 1000]. For each value the KRR parameters α and γ were reoptimized using
the same 2D BOSS setup as before. This is crucial because especially γmin is highly
dependent on the amount of grid points in the MBTR representation.
The results of the Ngrid check are shown in Figure 4.6 and they look mostly as
expected. On the lowest Ngrid values, MAE[∆H]CV values are very high. When the
values increase, however, the error converges. There is no significant improvement
in the model performance in any tier after Ngrid ≈ 30. The choice for the final Ngrid
values was done conservatively and they were set to Ngrid = 50 for all tiers. To
conclude the hyperparameter optimization, (α, γ)-optimization was performed one
more time for each tier. The final hyperparameters have been compiled in Table 4.2
along with the validation error values that were reached using them.
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σmin Ngrid αmin γmin MAE[∆H]CV [meV]
Tier 1 17.7e-2 50 1.0e-5 1.53e-4 0.59
Tier 2 14.2e-2 50 1.0e-5 7.34e-6 0.56
Tier 3 13.3e-2 50 1.0e-5 1.16e-6 0.53
Table 4.2: The optimal hyperparameter values for different model tiers. The last column has
validation errors calculated with the optimal parameters.
4.2 Decomposition Energy Predictions
Now, the three differently tiered models that were selected are almost ready for
decomposition energy prediction. However, up until this point the models have only
been fitted on four fifths of the available training data because in cross-validation
one fifth was always left out for validating the prediction accuracy. Now, that is
not necessary anymore and the models were slightly improved by fitting them on all
3200 structures of the training set.
The accuracy of these newly fitted models was evaluated by predicting the
decomposition energies ∆Hpred of the 800 test set structures and comparing the
predicted values to the DFT energies ∆HDFT. The mean absolute errors have been
compiled in Table 4.3, where the errors are given separately for the four phases.
There are three main observations to make. Firstly, the performance of all model
tiers is very similar. Tier 3 is slightly better than Tier 1 for Pm3m, I4/mcm, and
P4/mbm, whereas the opposite is true for Pnma. Secondly, the results are very
impressive overall. Here the decomposition energies and thus the errors are given
per one perovskite unit, that is five atoms. This means that the error per atom is
about 0.1 meV.
The third observation is that the error for the Pnma structures is multiple times
larger than what it is for the other phases. The reason for this becomes obvious
when looking at the ∆HDFT vs. ∆Hpred plots in Figure 4.7. Like with other phases,
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Pm3m I4/mcm P4/mbm Pnma
Tier 1 0.54 0.54 0.48 1.79
Tier 2 0.49 0.49 0.51 2.08
Tier 3 0.49 0.45 0.46 2.28
Table 4.3: Test errors MAE[∆H] [meV] of the model on different phases.
the predictions on Pnma structures are accurate at low energies. However, there are
three Pnma structures that have decomposition energies of over 700 meV, which is
beyond the energy range of the other three phases. The three structures are also
outliers in terms of the prediction errors that for Tier 1 model are 46 meV, 53 meV,
and 147 meV, whereas all the other errors in the whole test set remain well below
10 meV. If the three outliers are left out of the consideration, the prediction errors
are 0.57 meV, 0.53 meV, and 0.55 meV for the model tiers 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The atomic structures behind the three outliers were investigated in order to
find what separates them from the rest of the test structures. The elemental content
is clearly not the dividing factor because the three structures have Cl-contents of
46%, 50%, and 67%, respectively, setting them comfortably within the more popu-
lated part of the data set in that regard. Instead, the reason for the poor predictions
seems to be the octahedral tilting in the structures. The three outliers are the three
most heavily tilted structures in the test set. In fact, they are all within the four
most heavily tilted structures in the whole Dataset 1. Knowing this, the large pre-
diction errors make perfect sense. The model can only predict reliably on structures
that are well represented by the training set.
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(a) Pm3m (b) P4/mbm
(c) I4/mcm (d) Pnma
Figure 4.7: ∆HDFT vs. ∆Hpred plots for the four phases.
5. Structural Optimization
Structural optimization is the task of finding the atomic geometry that optimizes
some quantity related to it. The most common optimization task is the minimization
of the total energy. This was also the case in the structural optimization trajectories
of Dataset 2, where DFT was used to find the local minimum energy structures
starting from algorithmically sampled perovskite geometries. The ultimate test for
the machine learning model is to use it in structural optimizations as a replacement
for the expensive DFT calculations, while attempting to replicate the results of
Dataset 2 in a more efficient way.
The energy prediction capabilities of the ML model were already demonstrated
in the previous chapter, and in principle, the model could be used for structural
optimization as is. However, a more efficient approach is to differentiate the model
and use the predicted gradients for the optimization. In this chapter, I go through
the process of differentiating the model, testing the model gradients by predicting
atomic forces in Dataset 2 structures, and finally using the model for structural
optimizations.
5.1 Model Differentiation
In order to do force calculations and structural optimization with the ML model,
its derivatives with regards to the atom coordinates need to be known. I derived
the model gradients mathematically starting from the KRR and MBTR definitions.
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The derivations can be found in Appendix A. Then, I modified the DScribe and
scikit-learn implementations of MBTR and KRR so that they calculate the gra-
dients based on the mathematical derivations. The changes in the code do not
affect model training and thus the models that were selected in Chapter 2.3 can
still be used. The only difference is that now these models have an added option of
predicting the energy gradients.
The gradient implementation was tested by comparing the ML model predic-
tions to finite difference calculations. Tier 1 model was used for predicting all 120
positional derivatives of eight random structures in the test set. The results can
be seen in Figure 5.1. The mean absolute error between the direct derivatives and
the finite difference estimates is approximately 1.1× 10−3 eV/Å. The difference can
arise from the gradient implementation or from the inaccuracy of the finite differ-
ence estimations. Either way, it is an upper limit for the inaccuracy of the model
gradient implementation.
Figure 5.1: Results from the ML model gradient testing. Comparison between the energy gradient
components from finite difference calculations and direct model predictions.
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Pm3m Pnma
Tier 1 18 26
Tier 2 20 26
Tier 3 22 25
Table 5.1: Force component prediction errors MAE[Fi] meV/Å on the initial structures in
Dataset 2 for the two phases and all model tiers.
5.2 Force Predictions
Having differentiated the model, it is in principle ready to be used in structural
optimization. However, before doing so, the gradient prediction accuracy was tested
on atomic structures in Dataset 2. The atomic forces in these structures are known
from DFT calculations.
I showed in Chapter 3.1.3 that there is a linear dependence between total
energy gradients and ∆H gradients (see equation 3.7) and thus the ML model can
be used to predict total energy gradients and atomic forces:
F predn,i = −8∂n,i∆Hpred. (5.1)
There are 100 structural optimization trajectories in Dataset 2. The initial
structures come from Dataset 1 but were not included in the training set when the
three differently tiered models were fitted in Chapter 4.2, allowing for unbiased test
results. First, the peak performances of the three models were evaluated by looking
only at the initial structures. The 120 force components of all 100 structures were
predicted with the three models and compared to the forces obtained from the DFT
calculations. The mean absolute errors of force component predictions are shown
in Table 5.1. With all models, the prediction error is about 20 meV/Å for Pm3m
and 25 meV/Å for Pnma. The model accuracy does not increase with the tier. In
fact, Tier 1 model performs somewhat better than the other two. Knowing that
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(a) Pm3m (b) Pnma
Figure 5.2: DFT force components of the initial structures in Dataset 2 compared to the
corresponding Tier 1 predictions.
Tier 1 is also much faster than the other models, it was picked as the model that
is used for the rest of the predictions and structural optimizations. Its predictions
have been visualized in Figure 5.2.
Next, Tier 1 model was used for making predictions on all of Dataset 2.
The predicted decomposition energies and forces were compared to the DFT calcu-
lations. In Figure 5.3 the energy differences between the predicted values and DFT
have been plotted against the optimization iteration step. At low iterations the
differences are very close to zero, but when the optimizations proceed the prediction
errors increase immediately. The plots also show that the ML model starts to sys-
tematically overestimate the energies of Pm3m structures. The difference between
the phases shows in the mean absolute errors on the final optimized structures, which
are 13.5 meV and 2.3 meV for Pm3m and Pnma, respectively. The force prediction
results are shown in Figure 5.4. Similarly to the energy predictions, the force accu-
racy decreases with the iterations. The mean absolute force component errors for
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(a) Pm3m (b) Pnma
Figure 5.3: The difference between DFT energies and Tier 1 predictions with regards to the
iteration step in the structural optimization trajectories of Dataset 2.
the final optimized structures are 71 meV/Å and 45 meV/Å, with Pnma predictions
being more accurate in this category as well.
5.3 Structural Optimization
The final test for the model was to use its force predictions in an attempt to replicate
DFT optimization results. If successful, this would allow for a considerable speed
up in finding minimum energy perovskite structures. The DFT optimization trajec-
tories of Dataset 2 were generated in FHI-aims by minimizing the total energy in
terms of the atom positions using the BFGS algorithm [52]. This can be imitated by
combining the ML model with BFGS, replacing the slow DFT computations with
the force predictions of the model. BFGS implementation identical to the one in
FHI-aims could not be found. In the end I chose to use ASE (Atomic Simulation
Environment) [53] and its implementation of BFGS.
The ML optimization scheme was used on the same 100 initial structures that
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(a) Pm3m (b) Pnma
Figure 5.4: The mean absolute force component errors of Tier 1 predictions with regards to the
iteration step in the structural optimization trajectories of Dataset 2.
were the starting points for the DFT optimizations inDataset 2. The optimizations
were stopped when the maximum predicted force got below 5× 10−3 eV/Å. This
stopping criterion is stricter than the one used in the DFT optimizations, where the
same convergence limit value was used but mean forces were considered instead of
maximum forces.
After the ML optimizations were done, the total energies of the resulting op-
timum structures were calculated with DFT using the same settings as in the gen-
eration of the data sets. The final energies form the two optimization methods
are compared in Figure 5.5. The structures found in ML optimization have de-
composition energies that are systematically higher than their DFT counterparts.
The differences are 39 meV and 42 meV on average, which is much more than the
standard deviation in the target energies. This means that the resolution of the
ML optimizations is not high enough to make a distinction between the different
structures. However, the ML optimization did manage to decrease the energy of the
structures. The mean energy reductions were 78 meV and 106 meV for Pm3m and
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(a) Pm3m (b) Pnma
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the DFT calculated decomposition energies ∆HDFT of the final
structures obtained with the DFT and ML optimization schemes.
Pnma, respectively, compared 117 meV and 148 meV that were achieved with DFT
optimizations.
Next, I compared the ML-optimized and DFT-optimized atomic geometries in
terms of typical structural parameters of perovskites. The structures were charac-
terized in terms of octahedral rotation angles that were estimated in the way that
was introduced in Chapter 3. The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 5.6.
The mean absolute errors are 2.4° and 0.8° for Pm3m and Pnma, respectively, but
as was the case with energies of the optimized structures, the standard deviation in
the angles of the target structures is smaller than the prediction errors. The ML
optimization has taken the structures closer to the correct optima in terms of oc-
tahedral rotation angles as well. The ML-optimized Pm3 structures are 5.8° closer
to the DFT optima than the initial structures were. For Pnma structures the mean
improvement is 3.2°. The ML model does make some systematic errors in the opti-
mization. This is especially the case in Pnma structures where a and b-directional
rotation angles are underestimated in all but two cases.
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(a) Pm3m, Ra (b) Pnma, Ra
(c) Pm3m, Rc (d) Pnma, Rc
Figure 5.6: Comparison of the octahedral rotation angles Ra and Rc of the final structures
obtained with the DFT and ML optimization schemes.
6. Summary
6.1 Discussion
In this section, I revisit the key results of the thesis and discuss their meaning and
impact. In Chapter 4, the machine learning model was fitted to Dataset 1. A two-
level Bayesian optimization search was used for optimizing the hyperparameters of
the model. The method was successful at finding optimal values for parameters σ,
α, and γ efficiently due to the separation of MBTR vector calculation and KRR pa-
rameter optimization. I used the method to select three models with different cutoff
radii of contributing atom pairs in the structure descriptor. All three models per-
formed similarly in decomposition energy prediction. When the three Pnma outlier
structures were not considered, the prediction errors for all four phases were under
0.6 meV. This corresponds to an impressive 0.12 meV prediction error per atom and
allows accurate predictions of the convex hull for alloy exploration. Predicting the
decomposition energy of an atomic geometry takes under a hundred milliseconds on
one CPU core. The time save compared to DFT is over five orders of magnitude.
The machine learning model was differentiated in Chapter 5. The numerical
accuracy of the gradient implementation is difficult to assess precisely, but I found
it to be under 1.1 meV/Å, which corresponds to 8 × 1.1 meV/Å = 8.8 meV/Å in
force predictions. The mean force prediction errors on Dataset 2 structures were
between 20 meV/Å and 71 meV/Å, exceeding the numerical inaccuracy considerably.
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This indicates that the numerical accuracy of the gradient implementation was not
the primary source of error in force predictions and structural optimization.
When the model was tested on the DFT structural optimization trajectories of
Dataset 2, I observed that the prediction errors in both energy and force increased
when the optimization progressed. The mean prediction errors for decomposition
energy and forces went from 0.56 meV and 18 meV/Å to 14 meV and 71 meV/Å for
the Pm3m structures. For the Pnma structures, the errors went from 0.49 meV and
25 meV/Å to 2.3 meV and 45 meV/Å. This loss in accuracy can easily be explained.
The initial structures were from Dataset 1 and thus the training data of the model
consists of structures that are similar to them. When the structures start to change
during the optimization, they do not correspond as well to the training data any-
more. This is especially true for Pm3m structures that initially have cubic symmetry
but start to exhibit octahedral tilting as a result of the optimization. The training
data does not include atomic structures that have cubic simulation cells and octa-
hedral tilting. The fact that the optimized structures do not resemble the training
structures causes the model to extrapolate, which decreases the prediction accuracy.
At the end of Chapter 5, the ML model was used for structural optimization in
an attempt to replicate the DFT optimization results of Dataset 2. The results were
replicated qualitatively. Just like in the DFT optimizations, octahedral rotations
were introduced to the Pm3m structures. The distribution of octahedral rotation
angles in Pnma structures got narrower when they were relaxed, as was the case
in the DFT relaxations. The ML optimization reduced the decomposition energy
of structures and brought the geometries closer to the correct optima in terms of
octahedral rotation angles.
The ML optimization results did not match DFT results quantitatively. The
decomposition energies of the ML-optimized Pm3m structures were on average
39 meV above the correct optimum. For the Pnma structures the difference was
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42 meV. The energy resolution of the ML optimizations is likely insufficient for
distinguishing between the structures that have the lowest energy. The ML model
needs to be improved before it can be applied on the optimization of CsPb(Cl, Br)3
stability over the substitution range. The most obvious explanation for the ob-
served structural optimization results is extrapolation, which was already observed
with the predictions on Dataset 2 trajectories. However, it is somewhat surprising
that the optimization results were so similar for both Pm3m and Pnma, with the
decomposition energy being overestimated by about 40 meV. In the energy and force
predictions on Dataset 2, the errors on the Pnma structures were much smaller,
this does not seem to affect the ML optimization results.
In this thesis I was presented with a fixed dataset. New training data could not
be generated before the end of the project. Future work (see Section 6.2) will there-
fore need to take the lessons learned in this project into account when generating
improved training data.
Even thought the desired accuracy for structure optimization was not quite
reached during the course of my Masters project, a similar machine learning model
could have many uses outside of this work. The model performed very well in prop-
erty prediction, being orders of magnitude faster than DFT while predicting de-
composition energies with high accuracy. This excellent accuracy-speed ratio would
be very useful in any study where the number of atomic structures is too large to
handle with DFT. Additionally, the ML optimizations did reduce the energy of the
structures, which means that the model could be used to accelerate structural opti-
mization, by initiating the process with a model-driven relaxation and only finishing
with DFT. This approach would decrease the number of DFT calculations required
to find the correct optimum, and thus save computational resources. In this work, I
took the global structure representation approach to atomic force prediction instead
of the more commonly used local approach used in force fields. The competitiveness
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of this new alternative approach can be assessed in the future after the approach
has been improved.
6.2 Future Work
There are several ways to improve the current model performance. The first way
would be to modify the training data. In the tests, the model predictions showed
clear signs of extrapolation. In order to fix this problem, the training data would
have to be expanded. Some of the optimization trajectories of Dataset 2, or similar
to them, could be added to the training set. Alternatively, the structure sampling
method that was used to createDataset 1 could be changed so that a wider coverage
of different structures was achieved. The drawback of extending the training set
is that with KRR the computational costs of prediction and training are directly
proportional to the training set size. Furthermore, the more training data there is,
the more DFT calculations are needed to get the labels for the data. Managing
the training set size is a balancing act between computational efficiency and model
accuracy.
There is another reason to revise the training data sampling method. Due to
the random assignment of each X-site atom element, the resulting data set lacked
structures with high and low Cl concentrations. In order to scan the whole substi-
tution range, all concentrations should be present in the training set. The solution
is to sample the concentrations of structures from a distribution that guarantees
that the ends of the substitution range are present, and only permute the Cl and
Br atoms randomly.
Another possible improvement to the model would be to replace the KRR com-
ponent with a Gaussian process regression (GPR) model [54]. GPR is very similar
to KRR, but provides uncertainty estimates on its predictions. The uncertainties
would tell which atomic structures are not covered by the training data, and could
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help at improving the training data set. The drawback of GPR is that it is more
difficult to differentiate.
If the improvements to the model were successful, the next task would be
to apply the model in solving more complex perovskite design problems. Starting
from the optimization of stability for CsPb(Cl, Br)3, to other properties and more
complicated perovskite structures. The ultimate objective would be to solve the
design problem of stability, intoxicity, and photovoltaic efficiency of MAPbI3.
6.3 Conclusions
The thesis presents new machine learning methodology for designing perovskite
materials for solar energy applications. The approach targeted accelerated property
prediction and atomic structure optimization for halide perovskites. The machine
learning model used the MBTR to represent atomic structures in vector form and the
KRR machine learning approach to map the vectors to the material property. The
methodology was tested by training the model to predict decomposition energies of
CsPb(Cl, Br)3 composite perovskite structures. I also differentiated the model and
tested its ability to reproduce results from DFT structural optimization.
The machine learning model was capable of predicting the decomposition en-
ergies of perovskite structures with an accuracy of close to 0.1 meV per atom. The
time saved over DFT was approximately five orders of magnitude. The structural
optimization results were promising but improvements in the model training are
needed to enhance the accuracy of machine-learning-driven optimization to a level
that is required in solving complex material design problems. In conclusion, the
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A. Model Gradient Derivation
The decomposition energy prediction given by the model was defined in equation
(2.15). The derivative of the prediction with regards to the ith coordinate of the
























=− γk(s, sj) (M (s)−M (sj)) · ∂n,iM(s). (A.2)
As can be seen from equation (A.2), the corresponding derivative needs to be
calculated for the MBTR representation. This can be done in small parts. Starting
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Knowing the derivatives for bot wl,m and dl,m, the partial MBTR function from












































The discretization of the MBTR derivatives needs to be treated carefully. As can
be seen from (A.6), there are now two differently shaped distributions: dl,m(x)
and xdl,m(x). In order for the derivatives to correspond correctly to the discretized
MBTR vectors, both distributions need to be estimated through their cumulative
distributions. This was already done for the dl,m(x) distribution when calculating
the representation itself. The second distribution can be given its own name for the
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C l,m(x) can be used to estimate cl,m(x) at discrete x−values similarly to (2.13) in













































The derivative of the whole MBTR vectorM (s) is obtained by stacking the different
elemental contributions after each other.
